Meeting starts at 7:01

**Officer Reports**

Mark Millimet (Chairperson) – (Leads the meeting)

Dustin Gibson (Vice-Chairperson) – The event t-shirts are in. You can pick one up now.

Jesse Zumek (Administrative Coordinator) – No report

Alex Blymire (Productions Manager) – (Waiting for stage repair) the stage repairman came in and fixed the pins on the stage pieces. (Woo!)

Virat Parikh (Promotions Coordinator) – Done with most of the promotional items. The banner is up in the Student Center. Just need to do the vinyl banner and that will be it.

Gopi Thotakura (Security Coordinator) – Movie tonight. Come out for security if you are available.

Keith Alvares (Budget Manager) – Ticket sales are going well. Sales to the public will be opening up soon. We will need your help selling tickets at the table the next few days, if you are available.

Taylor Fazzini (Hospitality Coordinator) – No Report

Mu’az Pawane (Sound) – We have received a few new cables that we have taped. The cable wall will be re-organized soon also.

Jessica Searcy (Advisor) – (Waiting for Blue and Gold Week)

**Blue and Gold Week**

**Week Preview**

Mark – Blue and Gold week will certainly be busy. Make sure to rest up the weekend before.

**Blue and Gold Week Schedule:**

**Blue & Gold Week Kick-Off Party**  
Monday November 3rd | Conolly Quadrangle  
5pm | Stage Drop 11am | Sound 12pm

**Tuesday – Chalk art**

**AirJam**
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Wednesday, November 5th | Student Center  
8:00pm | Stage drop 4:30pm | Sound 4:45

Thursday – Canstruction

Movie on the Quad: Expendables 3  
Thursday, November 6th | Conolly Quadrangle  
8:00pm | Screen Set-up 4pm | Sound 5pm

Friday - Blue and Gold Week Inaugural Basketball Game

Blue & Gold Week Carnival Concert  
Saturday, November 8th | Armstrong Lot  
FRIDAY Setup: around 8-9am  
SATURDAY Setup; TBD (around 7:30am)

Comedy Show Ft. Gabriel Iglesias | ICI Center  
Sunday, November 9th | Show 8pm | Doors 7:30pm  
Setup: 7:00am

Security Volunteers

Mark – Security members for the Love and Theft concert will be given a chance to meet Love and Theft themselves. Gabriel Iglesias security members will not be given the same opportunity. Also, if you want to be security member for the Gabriel Iglesias show, you have to attend a mandatory meeting beforehand. The when and whereabouts of that meeting are to still be determined.

**Event Review**

In-Flight Entertainment | Asian Names  
Wednesday, October 15th 11am

Mark – Feedback?  
Drew – It was a little slow.  
Dustin – She was a little slow. She said she could pump one out every five minutes but it took her about ten to fifteen minutes really.  
Mark – I will let the company know next time I talk to them

Fall Fest | Student Village  
6:00pm – 9:00pm | Setup: 4:30pm

Mark – Any feedback for the event?  
Chris – We should use a distro pack  
Mark – We will use a distro pack next time.
New Business

Event Tonight T-Shirts

Mark – If you have not already picked up your t-shirts yet, go ahead and do so. Make sure to sign out on the sheet in the box or on the table. Wear the shirt on Friday.

Stage Repair

(Stage time with Alex) (Pulls out stage pin) Alex – Make sure to tighten the stage pin with only a half of a turn because you can break the bolt if you tighten it too much.

Co-Sponsorship

Halloween Fashion Show | Tri-Sigma
Wednesday, October 29th, 8:00pm | UC
Setup: 5:00pm | Security: 7:15pm

Mark – Next Wednesday, we will be having an event called the Tri sigma Fashion Show. Stage setup will be a bit different. It will be a closed event which means everyone will need a ticket.

Event Advance

TNG Weekly Movie | Guardians of the Galaxy
IC 101 | October 23rd | 8:30pm
Security Call 8:00pm

Mark – It is going to be a crowded movie tonight. Just make sure that no one is sitting on the stairs.

Seriously Funny Comedy Show | Student Center
Francisco Ramos & Mathew Broussard | 8:00pm
Setup: 5:00pm | Security Call: 7:30pm

Mark – Keep in mind security team, we will be handing out all access passes during the show.

TNG Draft | COAS 126
11am – 2pm |

Mark – For those of you that do not know what the draft is, the draft is when we formulate some ideas for next semester. Food will be provided.

  Ideas include:
  - Comedians
  - Swag items
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- #TNGBIGSHOW2015
- Novelties

Poster Plaster

Mark – After the draft, teams will be going around Daytona with a list of places that are approved for poster plastering. Please make sure to still ask the store owner or employees if it is okay to plaster a Gabriel Iglesias poster on their window. (Shows a picture of Daytona with the assigned routes)

Old Business

NACA Review

Mark – For those of you that do not know, WE WON THE OUTSTANDING DELEGATION AWARD. The exec board put a lot of time and effort submitting the award application.
Jessica – Mark also won a rock paper scissors competition
Mark – Yup NACA was a great time. Freshman, I definitely recommend signing up for NACA next year.

Meeting Ends at 7:50